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O

n behalf of the
National Board
of Directors and
staff of the Military Police
Regimental Association,
once again I send greetings.
I hope through reading this
issue of the MPRA The
Dragoon you find that your
MPRA is working hard for
you.
This past quarter has
proven to be an extremely
busy and productive time.
It’s important to point out that nothing we
do can be accomplished without the extensive
help we get from countless volunteers. April
is National Volunteer Appreciation Month,
and this past April MPRA took a pause to
recognize and thank those who help make us
the great organization we are. This year, during our volunteer recognition ceremony we
also said thanks to many of our sponsors who
go above and beyond to assist us. Please take
a moment to look at the photos of this event
on our facebook page and our website.
At its core, MPRA is a grassroots membership organization, and we are supported at
every level by the men and women who help
advance MPRAs goals and vision. Thanks to
the precious time, guidance, and commitment by our volunteers and members, we
continue to support our Regiment through
our legacy programs. These volunteers as-

sist many through countless hours and immeasurable amounts of energy to
MPRA.
We have countless volunteers who give hundreds
of hours to the gift shop
which allows us to take the
gift shop to the customer. This allows us to gain
greater proceeds towards
our programs. This year we
had nearly a hundred volunteers assist in our scholarship fundraising committee to raise money
for our scholarship program. These volunteers included Soldiers from the Noncommissioned Officers Academy Senior Leaders
Course and, of course, there are hundreds of
volunteers that manage and participate with
our local chapters worldwide.
Please continue to spread the word about
MPRA and what it does for our Soldiers.
Our Benevolent Fund, Scholarship Fund,
and other legacy programs cannot work without the support of our members and all our
volunteers.
Thank you for all you do for MPRA!
– SGM (R) Don Rose
President, MPRA
National Board of Directors

Executive Director
Mr. Rick Harne
EditorS-in-Chief
Mrs. Amanda Stillwell
Ms. Beth Bellerby
Creative Director
Mrs. Stacie L. Marshall
Editor for Retiree
Affairs
COL (R) Orv Butts

EDITOR’S NOTE
As always, this magazine features information from the MPRA community, news from the
home of the Regiment at Fort Leonard Wood, historical accounts, and stories from active duty
and retired Military Police from around the world.
We welcome articles and photographs by and about Soldiers of any rank, military spouses
and families, DA civilians, and others. Articles and photograph submissions should be military police-related and may include human interest, military operations and exercises, history,
personal viewpoints or other areas of general interest. All articles accepted for publication are
subject to editing. We look forward to hearing from you for future issues of The Dragoon!
– Amanda Stillwell, stillwellm@mpraonline.org
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From the Commandant
Contributing to Our Warrior Police Profession

T

his issue highlights our Warrant
Officer, NCO, and Civilian special agents and the MP officers and
staff dedicated to criminal investigations
and protective services. I am reminded of
the critical role that all Soldiers and Civilians assigned to CID play in building the
great reputation of our Military Police
Corps as recognized professional Warrior
Police who are the Army’s experts at promoting the rule of law and protecting the
force at both home and abroad across the
range of military operations. During my
time on Army Staff, and more recently at
Fort Leonard Wood as your Commandant,
I am amazed at how advanced our criminal
investigations, forensics, biometrics management, criminal analysis, and protective
services are in both institutional training
and in field application. This issue of The
Dragoon will make you proud of this segment of our Military Police Corps Regiment!
For those you who are familiar with my
pre-commissioning academic studies (i.e.,
Biblical Archaeology), needless to say I was
lacking in understanding even the most
basic tactics and theory of our police profession. And though I studied hard in my
MP Officer Basic and Advanced courses,
and learned many of the tactical practices of policing as a Lieutenant—logging
countless hours as an MP Duty Officer in
Korea and at Fort Ord—it was not until a
later assignment to Germany as a Community Provost Marshal that I began to learn
more advanced police operations and police theory. I credit much of the learning
during that assignment to our local CID
Special Agent in Charge, CW3 Larry Marshall. Larry went out of his way to keep
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very open lines of communication between
the Heilbronn CID Field Office and our
Community Provost Marshal Office, and
set the example of an experienced Special
Agent taking a young company grade MP
officer under his wing. I have fond memories and am very grateful for the way CW3
Marshall always made himself available to
discuss not only specific cases, but police
theory in general.
One of the privileges of serving as your
USAMPS Commandant is the opportunity
to talk to Special Agents, as they attend
MP Warrant Officer Basic and Advanced
courses. To each class, I ask the agents to
reach out to their local MP company grade
and field grade officers respectively, to
help us learn the advanced skills taught at
USAMPS and developed as Special Agents
in the field. The Regimental Chief Warrant Officer and Regimental Command
Sergeant Major carry this same message to
each CID Special Agent Course, encouraging open communication (in fact professional collaboration!) between our newest
agents and our MP Soldiers conducting Installation law enforcement or serving down
range. As one MP Regiment, we all play
a critical role in strengthening our MP profession. I am proud of our Special Agents
that not only bring such a wealth of skill
and experience to our Policing core competency, but are integral and essential to all
three of our MP disciplines of Security and
Mobility Support, Police Operations, and
Internment.
– Brigadier General Mark Inch

•–– –
LETTERS

From the Regimental
Command Sergeant Major
Recognized Army Police Professionals

I

want to highlight the significant contributions that our Special Agents
make to the success of our Military
Police Corps Regiment. What CID Special Agents do for our Army on a daily
basis protects our force and enables the
Army to accomplish the mission of our
nation. The Army Criminal Investigation
Division supports the Army by providing
highly trained Special Agents and support
personnel to support Commanders across
the full range of military operations.
CID also provides expertise such as the
protective services unit, computer crimes
specialists, polygraph services, criminal
intelligence collection and analysis and
a variety of other services normally as-

sociated with law enforcement activities.
Throughout the years, the Army’s responsibilities have changed and CID has responded to every change by continuing to
provide expert investigative services that
have become its trademark.
I am extremely proud of all our CID
Special Agents and support personnel as
they continue to represent our Regiment
and maintain their status as recognized
Army Police Professionals.
“Assist, Protect, Defend”
– CSM McNeirney
Regimental Command
Sergeant Major
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From THE REGIMENTAL CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER
What is so special about a CID Special Agent?

I

was recently asked by a senior Military
Police Leader “Where did the term
Special Agent come from? I never
liked that term.” Not long ago, while attending a CIDSAC graduation, the guest
speaker told the graduating class, that they
were not ‘Special’, that only their mission was ‘Special’... When I heard each of
these comments, I must admit that I was
both surprised and saddened. The remarks
forced me to think about what messages
we as senior leaders should be sending to
the members of our force. During this period of contemplation, I thought about
the Regimental theme of 2010 “The Triple
Strand of Strength” and I wondered how
we can promote the unity and strength of the corps, if our
senior leaders are sending messages that so clearly diminish
the pride of those who have elected to remain or become new
members of our Regiment by becoming a CID Special Agent.
Not long ago, I attended an FBI graduation at Quantico,
VA. The FBI Director, Special Agent Robert Mueller gave
the graduation speech, during which he said “FBI agents are
called Special Agents because they are the most special people
in the world”. He went on to address the awesome responsibility they hold and the weight of the duties they will be
charged to undertake. The graduates left feeling they were a
part of an organization that valued them and that they had
accomplished something very special ... that they were part
of a team, a brotherhood if you will. Our Special Agents
should feel the same way. The way I felt when I graduated
CID School over 21 years ago and the same way I feel today.
The term Special Agent was first used by the FBI under the
leadership of J. Edgar Hoover and thereafter. By this designation, Hoover meant to distinguish FBI agents from ordinary
police officers. Several Federal law enforcement agencies followed suit, as did USACIDC as a tribute to identify those
investigators charged with the responsibility of investigating
felony level crime of federal statutes.
Special Agent is a law enforcement title of achievement,
responsibility, confidence and professionalism. CID Special
Agents are Federal Agents (law enforcement) recognized under Title 28 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 60.3a(2)
(28 CFR 60.3a(2)).
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We as a Regiment need to ensure that
the Triple Strand of Strength theme of
2010 is more than just vernacular. We
must strive to live as a Triple Strand of
Strength. This starts with recognizing the
mission and purpose that each of the three
Military Occupational Specialty within
the Regiment provides to the fight. Each
MOS is “Special”, each MOS provides a
necessary and important mission to the
law enforcement effort within the Army.
Furthermore, we need to recognize that
our number one resource rests within the
individuals that comprise our force and
that each and every Soldier who chooses to
serve as a member of the Regiment is truly
special. We cannot afford to convey any message to the members of our forces that indicates we do not value the dedication and special character required for someone to serve as a
law enforcement professional. It is true that the title “Special
Agent” is just that, it is a title; however, it is equally true that
every Soldier in our Regiment is without question special,
needed and appreciated.
Each one of the Regiment’s military occupational specialties has a vital role in the law and order operations within
the Army. The Regiment represents law enforcement’s role in
garrison and on the battlefield from response to investigation
to internment. Each mission special, each mission tough and
each mission assists each other.
In consideration of the requirements for entry into the
31D field and very weighted obligations these Soldiers have
opted to take on, it seems very appropriate that they are not
only called Special Agents, but that we as senior leaders of
the Regiment acknowledge that it takes a very special person
to undertake such an obligation. It takes a special Soldier to
constantly be surrounded with child abuse, child molestation,
rapes, robberies and deaths. In an all volunteer Army, serving
a Nation at war, it is my opinion that every Soldier in service
is contributing more than we have the right to expect and I
believe they serve for nothing more than the honor and pride
of serving this great Nation. How could we look any Soldier
in the eye and tell them they are not special. Every Soldier in
the Regiment and the Army is a very special person... CID
Agents included.

LETTERS

Now, I must admit, that some of this skepticism and perception is warranted. CID Agents need to work harder at building relationships with their Military Police counterparts but it
goes both ways. The perception out there is that CID
Agents “wear civilian clothes and have banker’s
hours”... CID Agents may wear civilian
clothes (and there is a reason for that),
but I can guarantee you, the banker’s
hours comment is completely inaccurate. CID Agents are some
of the hardest working, dedicated members of our Regiment.
Rapes, Robberies and Murders
are un-scheduled events and
at times require 72 hour continuous operations to properly
conduct a preliminary investigation. I urge you to drive by the
local CID Office at 2100 hrs. You
may be surprised at what you find.
CIDSAC is clearly the longest in
duration and one of the most demanding academically of all courses offered to
enlisted Soldiers at USAMPS. The graduates of
CIDSAC make up a mere 2.78% of the total enlisted Military
Police Corps force. The CIDSAC graduation ceremony should
be an occasion that we congratulate these young warriors, recognize their academic accomplishments and welcome them to
the Regiment. It should never be the forum to deliver a threat
brief and we should absolutely never diminish the magnitude

of their career choices in front of their families who travel
from around the country to see their Special Agent receive
their badge and credentials. I have attended many OSUT MP
AIT graduations and the guest speaker at each event
was motivational – they instilled a sense of
pride in those who were about to officially
become members of the Military Police Corps Regiment. Why would
we act differently when addressing the newest Special Agents of
USACDIC? Why wouldn’t our
graduation speeches be more
reminiscent of Director Mueller’s? Why wouldn’t we want to
inspire our Soldiers from their
first day on the job to the last?
I truly believe we are one
Regiment and that the Soldiers
who serve in any capacity of our
career management field are truly
magnificent people. Additionally, I
see the triple strand of strength as more
than a slogan... it is true. Each strand is very
strong in its own right, but if we braid them into
a single strand their strength is amplified immeasurably. In
order for us to truly be one Regiment, there can be no us and
them... there can only be an “us”!
– David J. Albaugh, CW5, MP
Regimental Chief Warrant Officer
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IN THE NEWS

Newly Assigned General
Leads Fight Against Crime

Q

UANTICO, VA, March 19, 2012 – Maj. Gen. David
E. Quantock recently assumed responsibility as the
14th Provost Marshal General of the United States
Army and took command of the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, commonly referred to as CID, as
well as the Army Corrections Command (ACC).
Serving a population of more than 1 million Soldiers, civilians, contractors and family members worldwide, Maj. Gen.
Quantock is directly responsible for all policing functions within the Army as well as leading and directing the Military Police
Corps.
“The job is really three-hatted,” Maj. Gen. Quantock said.
“You’ve got the Criminal Investigation Command, which is
CID; you’ve also got the Corrections Command, which owns
all of the jails or detention facilities; but you’ve also got the Provost Marshal General of the Army, so you have the responsibility for all law enforcement Army-wide.”
Now several months into the job, Maj. Gen. Quantock leads
and shapes one of the largest professional law enforcement
organizations in the United States that is currently deployed
worldwide and conducting the full spectrum of policing functions in every operational environment imaginable. Across the
U.S. and around the world, wherever the Army operates, so too
does Army Law Enforcement.
With more than 50,000 enlisted, warrant and commissioned
officers currently comprising the Military Police Corps, and
thousands of Department of the Army civilian police officers,
special agents, security and criminal intelligence professionals,
Army Law Enforcement is truly a force to be reckoned with.
Reporting directly to the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the
Army, Maj. Gen. Quantock provides the Army’s senior leadership a comprehensive, single-source for all law enforcement
matters affecting the Army worldwide.
During Maj. Gen. Quantock’s change of command ceremony, the Vice Chief of Staff of the
U.S. Army, Gen. Peter W. Chiarelli stressed the significance
of the mission carried out by the men and women of the military police community and his confidence in Maj. Gen. Quantock as he assumed the position as the Army’s top law enforcement professional.
“Maj. Gen. Quantock is well-qualified and I am confident
he is up for the challenge,” he said.
General Chiarelli said the men and women of the Office of
the Provost Marshal General, the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command and the Army Corrections Command have
done a phenomenal job and thanked them for ensuring the
safety of the greater Army community.
“I am absolutely certain he’s the right person to lead this
organization in the days ahead and I look forward to working
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with him on issues of great importance to our Army and the
Nation,” he added.
As the Provost Marshal General (PMG), Maj. Gen. Quantock’s areas of responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
Law Enforcement, Criminal Investigations, Criminal Intelligence Fusion, Corrections, Forensics, Physical Security, High
Risk Personnel Security, Antiterrorism and Detention Operations.
As a member of the Department of the Army Staff, Maj.
Gen. Quantock and the OPMG develop the policies and procedures that impact all law enforcement activities executed by
the military police corps, ensuring that those entrusted with enforcing the law continue to assist, protect and defend the U.S.
Army, its families and communities.
As the commander of the ACC, Maj. Gen. Quantock is responsible for the policy, programming, resourcing, and support
to Army Corrections System (ACS) facilities and its supporting
units worldwide.
Few organizations are as diversified as the Army’s Military
Police Corps. Within its ranks, both men and women alike,
serve in every law enforcement specialty from K-9 handler

IN THE NEWS

Maj. Gen. David E. Quantock, the Provost Marshal General of the United States Army and the Commanding General of the U.S. Army Criminal
Investigation Command and the Army Corrections Command speaks with a military police Soldier prior to his deployment to Afghanistan.
(U.S. Army photo courtesy of CID Public Affairs)

to criminal investigator, patrolman to Special Reaction Team
member. However, these missions are not confined to just
posts, camps and stations, but are carried out during combat
operations, humanitarian and disaster relief efforts and in support of the United States, its citizens and its allies.
On the front lines of combating crime, often impacting the
national landscape, is the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation
Command. High profile cases like the questionable practices
and improper former management at Arlington National Cemetery to the 2009 mass shooting at Fort Hood, Texas, are just
a couple of examples of the investigations conducted by CID
Special Agents.
Deterred by neither fear nor prejudice, CID’s mission is
clear: diligently seek the truth to help bring those few who commit crimes within or against the Army to justice.
As the Commanding General of CID, the Army’s premier
investigative agency, Maj. Gen. Quantock leads an organization
whose members perform an extremely sensitive yet essential
mission by serving the greater Army community and assisting
their fellow Soldiers, often on what could be the worst day of
their lives.
Major General Quantock said that one of the great things
about the Army is the organization’s dedication to figure out

what went wrong, charge those who commit crimes and then
hold them accountable by the rule of law.
Headquartered at Quantico, Va., CID is a global network of
highly-trained Special Agents responsible for investigating felony-level crime. These law enforcement professionals not only
investigate crime, but conduct logistics security operations and
assessments, criminal intelligence and economic crime/extremist criminal activity threat assessments. On the battlefield, CID
investigations are expanded to include war crimes, as well as,
anti-terrorism and force protection missions.
On average, CID investigates approximately 10,000 felony
cases annually. CID Special Agents are actively engaged with
their fellow law enforcement professionals at the Federal, state,
city and county levels, often conducting joint and/or collateral
investigations which are routinely, and successfully, prosecuted
in military, as well as Federal, state and foreign judicial venues
across the globe.
One unique aspect of CID Special Agents is their level of involvement throughout an investigation, specifically the process
by which crimes are investigated. Some federal law enforcement agencies and/or major police departments utilize crime
scene crews or evidence collection teams to process a crime
scene. CID Special Agents process the scene themselves. By
www.MPRAonline.org 15
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collecting evidence, photographing and recreating events, the
special agent is afforded an intimate knowledge of what took
place.
In addition to conventional investigative units, CID possesses highly specialized organizations that perform crucial missions for both the Army and the Department of Defense.
The Protective Services Battalion (PSB) is tasked with pro-

forcement organizations, such as the International Association
of Chiefs of Police (IACP) and the Office of the United States
Attorney General.
The U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory
(USACIL), located just outside Atlanta, Ga., provides forensic
laboratory services to all DoD investigative agencies, as well as
to other federal law enforcement agencies from time to time.
The laboratory conducts state-of-the-art forensic examinations in Drug Chemistry, Trace Evidence, Serology, DNA, Latent Prints, Forensic
Documents, Digital Evidence and Firearms
and Tool marks.
Major General Quantock continually stresses the importance of setting the right example
for the Army, as well as ensuring the ethical
and moral conduct of Army Law Enforcement
organizations and its members because they
are the standard-bearers by which everything is
measured against.
Looking to the future, Maj. Gen. Quantock’s focus is on three top priorities as the
PMG and the Commanding General of CID.
“First is to support the current fight; this is
the first and last thought on my mind every
day,” He said. “What can we do to support our
fellow Soldiers, Sailors, Marines and Airmen in
harm’s way?”
Maj. Gen. David E. Quantock motivates Military Police Corps Soldiers during an
“Second is to assist and protect,” he adds in
organizational run at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., home to the U.S. Army Military Police
reference
to the Military Police Corps motto.
School (USAMPS). (U.S. Army photo courtesy of CID Public Affairs)
“What have we done to take care of our Soldiers, Civilians and families both at home and
viding personal protection for key Department of Defense and abroad.”
Department of the Army officials worldwide. This high pro“And third, to forge the future,” Maj. Gen. Quantock said.
file mission is mandated by Congress and includes protecting “What can we do best to defeat the enemy and do what’s best
the Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Army, Chairman of for our Army and our Nation.”
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and when requested, foreign military
Major General Quantock was commissioned a Second Lieudignitaries, general officers and VIPs visiting Army installations tenant and awarded a Bachelor of Science Degree in Criminal
world-wide.
Justice in 1980 from Norwich University. He holds Master
The command’s Major Procurement Fraud Unit, or MPFU,
Degrees in Computer Science from the Naval Postgraduate
is another specialized unit that brings to the fight a wealth of School, Public Administration from Troy State University, and
experience in forensic accounting, law and logistics, and is Strategic Studies from the U.S. Army War College. His military
well versed in the investigation of fraud and corruption cas- education includes the Military Police Officer Basic and Ades. MPFU has the distinct honor of being one of a handful of vanced Courses, CAS3, the Command and General Staff Colorganizations within the Department of Defense that actually lege, and the U.S. Army War College.
creates revenue for the United States government. Throughout
Moving forward, the Army Law Enforcement community
the past decade, MPFU has been instrumental with more than continues to be engaged in information sharing between mili$2.1 billion dollars returned to the U.S. Treasury and the Army. tary and civilian law enforcement communities to more effecAs the Army’s cyber-detectives, the Computer Crimes In- tively solve crimes, prevent terrorism and to better understand
vestigative Unit’s (CCIU) primary mission is to conduct crimi- how both types of law enforcement can work more effectively
nal investigations of intrusions and related malicious activities together.
involving Army computers and networks. A highly respected
player within the cyber security community, several CCIU Spe– Colby Hauser, CID Public Affairs
cial Agents and alumni have been recognized by leading law en-
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Detectives in the digital age

T

ime waits for no one, and in today’s digital age, neither
does crime. No other medium has evolved as rapidly as the
Internet, providing its users unparalleled access to news, information, services and entertainment by simply clicking a mouse.
Surfing the Web has become the norm, but there are sharks in
the waters. Lurking below the surface, cyber criminals hunt, plot,
scheme and attack unsuspecting systems, networks and users. Email scams, hacks and viruses are the tools
of their trade. However, the U.S. Army
Criminal Investigation Command’s Computer Crimes Investigative Unit patrols this
world, stalking those who exploit it, and
bringing them to justice.
“The military presents a very large target
for both international and domestic hackers,” said Special Agent Michael Milner,
the director of the CCIU. “That makes
our mission extremely challenging, because
there isn’t an ‘off switch’ for the Internet.”
Co-located with the CID HQ at Quantico, Va., lays the battlespace of the Army’s
digital detectives. As the sole entity for
conducting criminal investigations of intrusions and malicious activities involving
Army computer networks, CCIU maintains a constant watch over the Army digital
footprint. With personnel assigned at Quantico, and an office at
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., the members of CCIU are tasked with a
challenging mission and a global area of operations.
“Basically, our special agents go in and conduct virtual autopsies on hacked systems,” Milner said. “From there, we figure out
exactly what happened and then go after the bad guys.”
Army CID recognized the expanding role of computers in
criminal activities and investigations, and provisionally established CCIU as the Computer Crime Investigative Team in January 1998. Prior to this, only a single forensic examiner at the U.S.
Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory was dedicated to investigating computer crime.
“We were originally created out of the Field Investigative Unit,
a specialized unit within CID that investigates classified programs,
and given the primary responsibility for investigating intrusions
into U.S. Army computer networks,” Milner said. “Now, as the
Army moves to an ever more net-centric environment, the opportunity for cyber crime will only continue to increase.”
In September 1998, the team became the Computer Crime
Resident Agency and moved to Fort Belvoir. The CCRA was
redesignated in November 1999 as the Computer Crime Investigative Unit and separated from FIU, becoming a subordinate
element of the 701st Military Police Group (CID). In January
2000, CCIU was officially established as a criminal investigative
organization within CID.
Because investigations of this nature require a specialized level

of computer expertise, special agents assigned to CCIU receive
advanced computer training from the Defense Cyber Investigations Training Academy, the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center and other technical experts. CCIU special agents also use
their extensive knowledge of information technology to provide
guidance to other CID special agents who conduct investigations
involving computers.
By its very nature, and due to the rigorous training required, CCIU is made
up of civilian special agents. Many served
in uniform as CID special agents, before
specializing in computer crimes and cyber
security.
Since its creation, CCIU has been a
key element in the successful prosecution
of numerous computer intrusion matters, and has been recognized around the
globe. CCIU, as well as its special agents
and alumni, have been honored for their
expertise and development of technological products in the realm of cyber security.
An example of this was the creation of
the Rapid Extraction and Analysis Program. With a global mission, Milner said
staffing challenges prevented agents from
physically responding to every cyber incident, and CCIU needed a solution. The REAP was that solution.
The program was developed in house, at no cost to the government, and allowed non-CCIU personnel to deploy the program
across various Army computer platforms. Once deployed, the program preserves collected digital evidence in an automated manner
following computer intrusions, expedites critical threat information to network defenders, and analyzes malicious software.
“What’s great about the program is when the bad guys do one
thing, we can adapt,” said Special Agent David Shaver, who as a
result of his work developing the REAP, was selected as the 2009
August Vollmer Excellence in Forensic Science Award winner. The
Vollmer award is a national award and is the highest recognition
for current or past contribution by an individual in the field of
forensic science.
“CCIU is one of the best outfits working in cyber law enforcement today,” said Howard Schmidt, special assistant to the president of the United States and cyber-security coordinator.
Schmidt, who is a former CID special agent, was appointed
by President Barack Obama to head cyber security for the White
House while serving at CCIU.
“Without my time in CID and government service, I don’t know
if I would have had the insight and depth of understanding of government and how it relates to cyber security,” he said. “I think that
staying involved in those communities helped tremendously.”
– Colby Hauser
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21st century Crime Solving with DNA

D

NA—three small letters that have drastically changed
the world and forever altered how crimes are investigated and prosecuted. More formally known as deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA contains the genetic makeup of every
living organism and is unique to each individual, except in the
case of identical twins. DNA collected from a crime scene can
be compared against a suspect’s to prove whether or not he was
present at the scene.
The DNA Branch at the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation
Laboratory, Forest Park, Ga., which
serves all branches of the Department of Defense, has doubled in size.
About 50 examiners at the lab process
around 90-95 cases a month, mostly
looking at blood, semen and saliva,
although they also have the capability
to examine tissue, urine and hair.
In the past two decades, DNA
techniques have become so sensitive
and advanced that examiners can
often obtain usable DNA samples
by testing places a suspect or victim
merely touched. If a suspect grabs a
victim’s lapels, for example, examiners may be able to obtain DNA from
those lapels.
In addition, chief DNA examiner Jeffrey “Fletch” Fletcher can lift
DNA from the underarms or collar
of a seemingly unstained shirt, and
has been able to identify, or clear, alleged sex offenders based on touch DNA on victims’ bra cups.
He has also found the DNA of victims on the inside of suspects’
underwear.
“You’d be amazed what we can get DNA from,” said Fletcher. In fact, the DNA replication, extraction and comparison
process has become so streamlined that a sample as small as a
pencil point can be processed in a matter of days. The hardest
part is finding the DNA to test.
“When we’re talking about doing a sexual assault examination—and let’s say it has multiple suspects, and let’s say the
bedding has not been laundered in quite some time... you’re
looking at maybe a comforter or a sheet that has 80-plus stains,
and... you have to almost test them all,” Fletcher explained, adding that when he worked for a state crime lab, he couldn’t spend
weeks pouring over evidence the way he does at USACIL.
“What I like about CID and the military is, ‘do what has to
be done.’ If it takes a little longer to get a case done, we want
to get it done the first time. We’re a little more thorough in
our analysis in the sense that we would examine evidence that
maybe in a state lab wouldn’t be probative. From this aspect,
we’re able to look at everything,” he continued.
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In order for a DNA sample to do investigators and prosecutors any good, however, it must be compared against a “known
standard,” in other words, a sample taken from a suspect or
victim. Once the two samples have been processed, a computer
printout lists the number of times each particular code repeats
itself, and the examiner compares the two.
Although 99.7 percent of DNA is the same for everyone,
according to Fletcher, certain regions on the DNA strand vary
greatly. Examiners look at about 15 of those regions, and can

say with certainty if two DNA samples came from the same
person, and add a statistical weight. Fletcher said this is where
experts come up with numbers like a one-in-50-billion chance
of the sample occurring naturally in a different person. Since
there are far less than 50 billion people on earth, it’s an identity
statement. All it says, however, is that a suspect was at a crime
scene or came in contact with a victim, it doesn’t say why or
how. Those questions are left for investigators to answer.
Lab workers also upload samples from suspected criminals
to the Combined DNA Indexing System, a database of DNA
designed and maintained by the FBI. Crime labs nationwide
use the system as a way to identify an unknown sample, if a potential criminal has offended before and is in the database, or to
link cases. For example, a sample uploaded at USACIL might
match a sample uploaded by a Florida crime lab.
“That way we can coordinate with one another to generate
investigative leads that help solve crimes,” said Mike Mann, a
CODIS technician at USACIL.
And while DNA may have revolutionized the way crimes are
solved, to the extent that investigators and forensic scientists
moan that juries expect DNA in every case and discount other
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evidence, new research is about to revolutionize DNA itself.
According to Jeff Salyards, the director of science and technology (i.e. research and development) at USACIL, the Army
and DOD have partnered with the Departments of Homeland
Security, Justice and State, as well as private labs, on a “DNAon-a-chip” project using microfluidics and nanotechnology. It
promises to drastically increase the number of samples that can
be run at once, and decrease the time it takes to do so.
“The way we do DNA right now is with something called
PCR: polymerase chain reaction,” Salyards said. “Even if you
just have a tiny, tiny bit of DNA, it’s OK, because we make copies of the DNA. In order to do that, we need to heat it up and
cool it down. One of the advantages of (using microfluidics), is
that the material flows through something that’s skinnier than
a hair—this little tiny microfluidic chamber. You can heat this
chip up with 16 of those lanes in there and cool it down much
faster than a plastic tube.
“Instead of taking hours, maybe even a couple days, it takes
minutes. In a rush DNA job right now, we can probably do it
in two or three days. This thing will take 45 minutes to do 16
samples. So that’s a pretty exciting project,” Salyards explained.
“I suspect in 15 years... I’ll be gray-haired with my walker
and we’ll have a beer joking about ‘Remember when we used to
do DNA?’ I think it will be something like that,” Salyards said.
“There are some possible replacement molecules. One of them,
related to DNA, is something called RNA. Your DNA is a sort
of recipe for how to make protein in your body and there’s an
intermediate step that... reads the DNA and then it goes out

and makes the proteins.
“As a result, there’s a lot more RNA floating around in your
cells. There’s one copy of DNA and all kinds of chunks of RNA
because your body’s constantly making these proteins. It may
be that those would survive longer in degraded samples. It may
be that there’s a whole branch of biochemistry that we just don’t
understand well enough, that we might find some other marker
that’s equally variable, equally unique, that’s maybe easier to
test, that goes even faster.
– Elizabeth M. Collins
This story originally appeared in the January 2010 issue of
Soldiers magazine and is reprinted here with permission.
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MILITARY POLICE MUSEUM

Are You CID Material?

T

he Military Police Journal of November 1963 gives us
a look back in time at the attributes that the Army
was looking for in potential CID agents. Some are
somewhat comical today, and some might not even be considered appropriate. The aptitude test for those considering a career in the CID in 1963 required a
score of at least twenty correct out of thirty
questions. It is comical that the article
states there are no “right” or “wrong”
answers when in fact they say that
you have to match the ones they
provide to meet the requirements.
Those who answer correctly with a
minimum score of twenty of thirty
questions asked are being recruited
with great vigor as they state “we
are reserving a seat for you in one of
four training courses during FY64!”
Note the exclamation mark.
Though listed attributes for a CID
Agent in the article are a strong personal
code of ethics and standards of behavior
one of the questions asks, “Are you a convincing liar?” The response they are looking for is
YES. On the other hand another question asks “is it wrong to
scrounge meat at the MP mess hall for a PMO picnic?” Here
surprisingly for many the answer is YES, it is wrong. I wonder
how many in that day and age were guilty of such heinous
crimes.
The subject of sex in determining the fitness for CID potential is also interesting. One question requiring a NO answer is: “Are sexual deviates repulsive persons as far as you
are concerned?” Another speaks to issues when sexual norms
were certainly more restrictive than today. The question asks,
“Could you discuss the intimate details of her personal life
with an Army Nurse you have never met before?” The required response is YES. The reader must assume that it would
be YES also to someone you have met before. Finally, the
individuals are queried if they would “show the same consideration to women of ‘low reputation” as they feel for their own
female relatives. If you are CID material the answer is YES.
Obviously a CID agent is intellectually more prepared than
the average recruit as they ask the question, “can you write
as well as “Readers Digest” authors? A YES response gives
you the advantage but one wonders with writers like Steinbeck
and Faulkner occasionally gracing the pages of Readers Digest
condensed books if that could be true. Who knows! Likewise they ask the potential CID soldier if he reads TIME and
Newsweek magazines weekly.
Some clearly wanted the Good Samaritan soldier as they
asked if you would stop to help a motorist stranded on a lonely
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road. Another asked if you would stop on your way home from
the movies if you saw a car stranded in the PX parking lot.
Powers of communication are also addressed with questions like, “Could you persuade a Regimental commander
to go out of his way to help you if you were wearing
Corporal stripes.?” Another tests conversational
skills, when it asks, “can you participate in
conversation with persons who don’t care
about the Army or your personal experiences or opinions.” Getting along
with people is obviously important
when the potential agent is asked
“do people with speech or language
difficulties irritate you?”
Just being a “nice guy” seems
important also. One question
asked, “Do sales people go out
of their way to help you after you
tell them in general terms what you
want?” Our “nice guy CID agent” also
answers YES to the fact that “when you
meet people casually for the first time do
you deliberately try to create the impression
that you are a warm and pleasant person?” Finally,
the last question asks “that if a thief was truly sorry for his behavior after you caught him, would you advise his lawyer that
you would be happy to tell the court about it.”
The letter of instruction for potential candidates to the CID
stresses ethics and standards of conduct, coupled with the ability to communicate effectively in a variety of situations. It
does, however, caution those that might not have these attributes by stating that a lack of the stated attributes “is most
certainly a prelude to a disastrous personal and professional
experience.” At the same time it almost asks that men run to
join up when it states, “see your Provost Marshall or personnel
officer right away!” It goes on to say that the Provost Marshall
and your law enforcement colleagues in CID units around the
world need your help.”
The article in the 1963 Military Police Journal of 1963
certainly emphasizes the unique career of the CID agent. It
states that “the successful candidates are issued badges upon
completion of training and credentials which identify them
as individuals whose potential is limited only by their own
energies and talent.” That portion of the article still rings true
today and the CID remains a very special part of the Military
Police Corps Regiment.
– Thomas E. Christianson,
MP Command Historian
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MILITARY POLICE MUSEUM

CID

The museum has a selection of CID items that include polygraphs, fingerprint kits, cameras,
uniforms, insignia, and evidence material. Some of the artifacts are on display and rotated regularly, while
the remainder are kept in the museum’s artifact storage area to ensure their long-term preservation.
Here is a photographic essay featuring some of the museum’s CID artifacts.

an accident investigation photo from a
KE-12 camera (see camera on next page), 29 June
1961, East Sosa Bridge MSR#2, Korea. The original print
is 4”x 5” and is a ‘contact’ print from 4”x 5” Ansco sheet
film. (From the museum’s archives)

Desert Camouflage Combat Coat, circa 2002.
Worn by CW-4 Michael P. Hessler during 2003-2005, OIF-1.
USACIDC agent Hessler served with the 44th MP Detachment (CID). Note the “US” insignia in lieu of rank insignia, a
standard practice for CID agents in duty uniform.

CID Shoulder Sleeve Insignia,
Symbolism: The central star and the
lines of the latitude and longitude
suggesting a globe, together with the
arrowheads marking the points of a
compass, symbolize the basic mission
of the Command: to perform and exercise
centralized command, authority, direction and control
of Army criminal investigation activities worldwide. Blue,
white and red are the national colors.
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Army blue uniform coat,
circa 1960. The army blue uniform
was introduced for optional wear
in February 1958, and in February
1963 became required for Army
officers and warrant officers.
This coat was worn by CW-3
William Wilson, a career
CID investigator.

CW-3 William C. Wilson, service
career 1943-1969

Keeler Model
#6318 Polygraph,
manufactured by Associated Research Inc., Chicago, circa 1965.
This polygraph incorporated a portable case, which
included accessories and operating supplies. It was a 3-channel
instrument for recording changes of pulse rate, blood pressure
and skin resistance. It could operate on battery power.
CID Distinctive Unit Insignia, Symbolism: The
central star symbolizes centralized command. The
grid lines allude to the latitude and longitude lines of
the globe thus referring to the worldwide activities of
the organization. The grid lines also suggest a stylized
web, with the eight sides representing the eight geographical regions of the Command. The web, a symbol of
criminal apprehension, is the result of methodical construction
thus alluding to the scientific methods of criminal investigation. The outer
points of the star further symbolize far-reaching authority. Blue, white and
red are the National colors and gold is symbolic of achievement.

MILITARY POLICE MUSEUM

Still Picture Camera Set,
KS-4A(1) (pending acquisition from the Engineer Museum) The kit
includes the KE-12(1) Graphex Pacemaker Speed Graphic camera,
cut film holders, tripod, flash assembly, and other accessories.

Illustration
from the KE-3(1)
camera manual
TM 11-2377B,
depicting the basic
operation of the
camera.

KE-12(1) Graphex Pacemaker Speed
Graphic camera, circa 1954. This type
of camera was used by Army Signal Corps
photographers and CID investigators.
It used 4” X 5” sheet film. Composing
the picture was accomplished by
using either the optical viewfinder
or the peep sight and front frame sight
for faster action. If time allowed, fine
focusing could be done by opening a rear hood
assembly and observing the ground glass focusing
panel prior to inserting the sheet film holder.

KE-3(1) Identification
Still Picture Camera,
manufactured by Sirchie Finger Print
Laboratories, circa 1953. Also known
as a fingerprint camera, this camera was
designed to provide high-definition close-up
photos of small or flat objects. It employed 2 ¼“ X 3 ¼“ sheet
film and the open nose of the camera was placed over or
directly against the subject. The nose of the camera held four
small light bulbs which illuminated the subject. The camera
manual lists possible subjects that include: fingerprints,
signatures, blood splatters, ammunition shells, serial
numbers, skin scratches and abrasions, paper textures, dust
and grit, hair and skin pores, arson ash residue, handwriting,
typewriting, stamps, postal markings, etc. The museum has
two of these cameras with their full kits.

– Jim Rogers,
MP Museum Director
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On the record at the Crime Records Center

F

ort Leavenworth officially welcomed home the Soldiers
from Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 40th
Military Police Internment and Resettlement Battalion,
at a ceremony Jan. 25.
The U.S. Army Crime Records Center at Quantico, Va., receives stores and maintains about 40 years worth of criminal
history records for the Criminal Investigation Command and
other Army law enforcement entities.
Though owned and operated by CID, the Crime Records Center has an Army
mission, Phillip J. McGuire,
director, explained. The
overall mission of the CRC
can be broken into three
primary objectives: receipt,
maintenance and retention
of records; the Freedom of
Information/Privacy
Act
program; and the Army Law
Enforcement
Polygraph
Program, McGuire said.
“On the CID side of the
house, we receive all reports
of investigations that CID
conducts. They assume investigative
responsibility,
we receive that investigative
report and maintain it,” McGuire said. “On the military
police side of the house, we
only receive subject military
police reports.”
In addition to maintaining and receiving records,
the CRC will also release
those records for various
reasons and purposes related to administrative and law enforcement use, McGuire added.
To release those records, organizations or CID agents have
to query the Records Division, Chester Longcor, the division
chief, explained: “CID agents and military police are vetted
through us, and they have telephonic access. No one else has
telephonic access to us because of DOD rules and Freedom of
Information-type things. Anyone else has to come to us is a
written document with a signature on the bottom.”
There is someone available 24 hours a day at the CRC for
name checks and database management.
“We release (records) throughout the DOD for security
purposes. We have significant interface with local law enforcement, they query us all the time,” McGuire said. “We post
records to the NCIC, National Crime Information Center,
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under certain thresholds that they query against and come to
us for the actual files.”
The records division supports criminal name checks, childcare name checks, senior officer promotion name checks, and
releases records for use in different studies, like sexual assault
studies, Longcor said. They also run the Soldier-Civilian Offense program, which ensures that Army personnel or former
Army personnel that have been arrested have up-to-date criminal records at the CRC.
“We average about
25,000 name checks a
month. It’s constantly going,
all the time,” Longcor said.
The Freedom of Information/Privacy Act program at
the CRC is one of the most
important issues today, McGuire said. One major effort at the CRC is providing
death investigation records
to Family members.
“What an FOIA request
is, is a third party requesting
a document. A privacy request is, of course, you want
the record that pertains to
you,” McGuire explained.
“We do about 3,000 of those
a year. Now, that’s a little
misleading. Three thousand
requests isn’t 3,000 records;
one request could entail
hundreds of records.”
The CRC also runs the
amendment program. In
addition to making people
aware of what records exist
and providing copies of what they can have, the amendment
program allows an individual to request a correction on a record
if there is an inaccuracy, McGuire said. The other main CRC responsibility is the Army Law Enforcement Polygraph Program,
used to conduct criminal-specific issue testing. McGuire, also
a certified polygraph examiner, said they conduct about 1,500
tests a year.
“We’re very proud of our program,” he said. The federal government is modeled after the Army program, and during the
1970s, the CRC was one of the first organizations to establish a
centralized quality-control system for polygraph testing.
“Polygraphs are a very powerful investigative tool, but it’s
also controversial, so we keep it under control. After the test has
been administered, we do a 100-percent quality control of all
polygraph examinations,” McGuire added.
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Emory Middleton, chief of polygraph and an
examiner, explained that all examiners undergo
extensive training. “All the examiners within the
CID are senior agents, but they are also federally certified examiners,” he said. Applicants
go through an internal evaluation process, and
must hold a minimum of a baccalaureate degree. Applicants attend the Defense Academy
for Credibility Assessment’s basic polygraph
course, which is taught at the graduate level,
Middleton said. Once that school is completed,
there is a six-month internship where applicants
conduct exams under supervision. “After you
successfully complete that, then you’re brought
up here for evaluation to see if you’re not only
able to properly conduct a polygraph examination, but you have that particular skill set, and
then you are certified by the commanding general,” Middleton said.
All examiners must meet a continuing education requirement of about 40 hours a year, and
must conduct a set number of exams within six
months to maintain certification. While polygraph results themselves are not usually admissible in court, Middleton said, any statements
made during the testing period are admissible.
Middleton also pointed out that no one can be
made to take a polygraph test in their arena—if
an individual does not sign the consent form,
the examiner will not conduct the test, “and no
adverse action can be taken against them based
solely on their refusal to take a polygraph exam.”
The full polygraph exam consists of three
parts: the pretest, in which the case facts are
discussed; the actual polygraph test; and the
post-test, where the examiner speaks with a
subject about the polygraph exam, Middleton
explained.
Polygraph results are reliable and valid with a
“confident, school-trained examiner conducting
an exam in accordance with established techniques,” he added.
The CRC is important to CID and the Army
because it helps support security measures, ensures the quality of the force and helps protects
the force through the polygraph and FOI/Privacy Act programs, McGuire said.

CID’s Field
Investigative Unit

T

he Field Investigative Unit is a specialized unit which provides a full range of criminal investigative services and support
within the Army, to include investigations of senior Army
leaders, cases with national attention and other designated sensitive
situations as directed by the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command.
The FIU also conducts investigations in the areas of contract and
acquisition fraud within research and development, and testing and
evaluations programs funded by the Army.
In April 1984, Gen. Maxwell R.Thurman, then the Army’s vice
chief of staff, directed USACIDC to conduct an investigation into allegations of misconduct concerning personnel associated with a classified program.
The unit was initially formed as a task force. However, after four
years and an expanding mission and caseload, the task force evolved
into a permanent organization called the Field Investigative Activity.
CIDC reorganized all specialized units and placed them under the
701st Military Police Group (CID) in 1996, and the activity was redesignated as the FIU.
The special agents assigned to the FIU are of the highest caliber
and have extensive investigative experience. Special agents aren’t assigned to the FIU, they are nominated. Nominees go through a board
review that looks over their entire service record, as well as their overall suitability for the position.
A former FIU agent (who cannot be named for security reasons)
said it feels great knowing that you are one of a handful of agents
entrusted with the responsibility and independence associated with
the work FIU does. She explained that one of the most challenging
aspects of being an FIU agent was to investigate within specific security parameters.
“It’s a rewarding job... you don’t do it for the medals or the glory,
you do it because it’s the right thing to do.”
– Jeffrey Castro, CID Public Affairs

– Jacqueline M. Hames
This story originally appeared in the January 2010 issue of
Soldiers magazine and is reprinted here with permission.
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Behind the Shield

T

hroughout modern military history, a specialized organization within the Department of Defense has patrolled
the globe. Deployed in times of crisis, its members perform an extremely sensitive yet essential mission. They serve the
greater-Army community and assist their fellow Soldiers.
The men and women of the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, commonly referred to as CID,
have a clear mission: to pursue truth as they
strive to make the Army stronger by bringing
those few in the ranks who commit crimes,
or those who commit crimes against the
Army, to justice.
“Many people don’t realize the
impact that we have on a person’s life, the impact we have on the
Army,” said Special Agent Edgar Collins, the operations officer for the 10th
Military Police Bn (CID). “In a sense, we
are defending the honor of the United
States Army… and that makes our job
crucial.”
Headquartered at Quantico, Va.,
CID is a worldwide network of highly
trained special agents responsible for
investigating felony-level crime. Their
work environment is unforgiving. Murder, fraud, arson and sexual assault are just
a few of the types of investigations spearheaded by these federal law enforcement professionals.
“This is not a television show, this is real life, and these are
people’s lives,” said Special Agent Clifton Dyer. “The job can get
really ugly sometimes, but what could be more important than
helping Soldiers and their Families in a time of crisis? “It’s just
too bad that people sometimes focus only on the bad guy we
put away, and not the Soldiers or the Family members that we
helped,” Dyer added.
Serving a population of more than 1 million Soldiers, civilians, contractors and Family members—both while at home
and deployed—CID provides an invaluable resource to commanders at posts, camps and stations. CID special agents not
only investigate crimes, they conduct logistics security operations and assessments, as well as criminal intelligence and economic crime/extremist criminal activity threat assessments. On
the battlefield, CID special-agent criminal investigations are
expanded to include war crimes, as well as anti-terrorism and
force protection missions.
CID comprises approximately 2,500 Soldiers and civilians,
and is organized into six major subordinate groups. It is specifically structured to prevent undue command influence, allowing for unencumbered investigations. A stovepipe organization,
CID reports directly to the chief of staff and secretary of the
Army, to ensure all known and suspected crimes are investigated
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thoroughly and impartially.
“It’s unfortunate, but with most communities of 1 million
plus, crime is going to happen,” said Special Agent Jennifer Bryan. “Still, it speaks very highly of an organization that has the
strength of character to investigate itself, regardless of what the
outcome may be.”
During World War I, American expeditionary
forces entered France. As the Army expanded in
both size and strength, so too did the crime
rate. From this expansion, the need for a
criminal investigative organization was
born. In 1918, Gen. John J. Pershing
directed the Army’s provost marshal
general to organize the first Criminal Investigation Division within
the newly established Military Police
Corps. Today, the command retains the
“D” in its official title, USACIDC, as a
historical reminder; hence the common
reference to the organization is “CID.”
Established as a separate major Army
command Sept. 17, 1971, USACIDC
was redesignated as a direct reporting
unit Oct. 1, 2004, reporting to the
provost marshal general of the Army,
who also serves as the commanding general of CID. This structure gives the Army’s senior leadership a comprehensive, single
source for all Army law enforcement matters.
Throughout its history, CID has maintained a high operational tempo, and continues to support Army missions and
operations around the world, whenever and wherever the Army
operates.
The workhorses of the command are the six subordinate
units: 202nd Military Police Group (CID), 3rd Military Police
Group (CID), 6th Military Police Group (CID), 701st Military Police Group (CID), the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation
Laboratory and the U.S. Army Crime Records Center.
Each of these organizations performs a vital function for
CID, as well as providing the Army and DOD with personnel
who possess the critical investigative skills unique to CID special agents. CID investigations are routinely, and successfully,
prosecuted in military and federal judicial forums, as well as in
state courts and foreign judicial venues across the globe.
The 3rd, 6th and 202nd Military Police Groups conduct
felony criminal investigations, such as murder, sexual assault,
grand larceny, drugs and child abuse. They also execute crime
prevention operations and preserve the force and Army resources operations within a specific geographical area of responsibility. This also includes major Army commands. Ever vigilant,
agents perform this mission both at home and while deployed.
“Unlike other Army units, who have a specific mission de-
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ployed and then a training mission at home, our mission never
stops,” Collins said. “It’s an unfortunate truth, but we often
meet people on possibly the worst day of their life.
“These are people who have had a crime committed against
them, not just their property, but them,” Collins said. “So what
we do, day in and day out, is extremely important.”
The 701st Military Police Group, co-located with CID headquarters, is home to four specialized units. Just like its higher
headquarters, it has a worldwide area of responsibility. These
units are the Protective Service Battalion, the Computer Crimes
Investigative Unit, the Field Investigative Unit and the Major
Procurement Fraud Unit.
Much like the Secret Service, PSB is tasked with providing
personal protection for key DOD and Army officials worldwide. This unique mission is mandated by Congress and includes protecting the secretary of defense, secretary of the Army
and the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. When requested,
PSB special agents also provide protection for foreign military
dignitaries, general officers and VIPs visiting Army installations
stateside and overseas.
As the Army’s cyber-detectives, CCIU’s primary mission is to
conduct criminal investigations of intrusions and related malicious activities involving Army computers and networks.
Highly respected players within the cyber-security community, several CCIU special agents and alumni have been recently

recognized by leading law enforcement organizations, such as
the International Association of Chiefs of Police and the Office
of the United States Attorney General.
“Because of my background, I was able to go over and speak
with our international partners at NATO and help address concerns about emerging cyber-security issues,” said Howard A.
Schmidt, cyber-security coordinator of the Obama administration, and a former CID special agent.
While assigned to CCIU, Schmidt was detailed to the CID
counterintelligence cell at the Joint Task Force-Computer Network Operations with the Defense Information Systems Agency.
The “quiet professionals” of CID, the Field Investigative Unit
investigates cases requiring extreme sensitivity. This includes investigations involving classified activities, cases of national interest, of interest to the Army’s leadership, special access programs
and investigations of Army senior leaders or general officers.
The shining star in the war against fraud, the Major Procurement Fraud Unit centrally directs and coordinates investigations of fraud worldwide. Because of the complex nature of
the investigations and the time involved, MPFU is comprised
entirely of civilian special agents who have extensive experience
investigating white-collar crimes.
MPFU investigations include procurement of major weapons systems, support systems, and civil and military construction contracts awarded and/or managed by the Army Corps of
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Engineers. Historically, MPFU’s recoveries have exceeded the
entire annual CID operating budget.
“We are one of the only commands that actually makes money for the Department of Defense,” said Special Agent Michelle
Chowaniec, the acting resident-agent-in-charge of the
Hartford Fraud Resident Agency.
“Most of our cases involve complex
schemes, often with major corporations
or defense contractors, and very sophisticated bad guys.”
The U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory, located just
outside Atlanta, provides forensic
laboratory services to all DOD
investigative agencies, as well as
other federal law enforcement
agencies. The laboratory conducts
state-of-the-art forensic examinations in drug chemistry, trace evidence, serology (body fluids), DNA,
latent prints, forensic documents, digital evidence and firearms and toolmarks.
“Most folks don’t understand that you
cannot process a crime scene in an hour, and a
criminal investigation is not closed in a day, but it
does make for good TV,” said Special Agent Brian Janysek, who
is also a forensic science officer. “Besides, our lab (USACIL) is
the lab for all the military investigative agencies.”
A unique aspect of CID special agents, especially those working general crime investigations, is their involvement in the case,
from the moment they walk onto the scene until the case is
closed. Some federal law enforcement agencies or major police
departments have crime scene technicians or evidence collection
teams to process a scene. CID special agents process the scene
themselves, collecting evidence, photographing and recreating
events, thus according the investigators an intimate knowledge
of what took place.
Established in 1950, the U.S. Army Crime Records Center, also collocated with CID headquarters, supports not only
USACIDC and the DOD, but also foreign, federal, state and
local law enforcement agencies.
As the keeper of all Army law enforcement information,
USACRC receives, safeguards, maintains and disseminates information for law enforcement purposes. The center also serves
as the authority for Army law enforcement Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act information.
Another major function of the center is the management of
the Army law enforcement Polygraph Program. Special agent
polygraphers attend a grueling six-month training program at
the DOD Polygraph Institute, considered to be one of the most
academically challenging courses in the military today.
Special agents are the backbone of the command. Often
dressed in civilian attire, these highly skilled noncommissioned
officers and warrant officers are sworn federal law enforcement
officers. There are some civilian special agents within the spe-
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cialized units, specifically MPFU and CCIU, however, the bulk
of the force is Soldiers, many who have attended advanced programs in law enforcement techniques, criminal investigations,
tactics and procedures.
Special agents are recruited internally from across
the Army from every military occupational specialty. However, all agents share a common
background: attendance at the Apprentice
Special Agent Course, conducted by
the U.S. Army Military Police School
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
The comprehensive, 15-week
course provides the foundation for
all special agents with a basic level
of knowledge pertaining to criminal investigations. Many within
the federal law enforcement community, both military and civilian
agencies, view the course as the best
basic special agent training program
in the United States.
“Our program is the best there is, period,” said Special Agent Ronald Meyer, chief
of the Physical Evidence Branch at USAMPS.
“Whereas, at other institutions, their prospective
special agents spend maybe two days learning how to process
a crime scene, our students here at Fort Leonard Wood spend
about two weeks.
“It’s like trying to compare apples and meat,” Meyer added.
“There is no comparison between our program and anything
else on the market.”
Advanced training opportunities for those within the command include some of the premiere law enforcement training
programs in the world, such as the FBI National Academy,
Scotland Yard Academy or the Canadian Police College.
A unique aspect of these programs for CID special agents
is that they are offered to those who need it most—the agent
in the field. Other federal law enforcement agencies and major
police departments often reserve this type of training for their
senior investigators or chiefs of police.
CID continues to adapt to the needs of the 21st century, providing quality investigative support worldwide to commanders
and warfighters alike.
Innovative programs, such as the addition of highly qualified experts in forensic science, investigations and prosecution
to assist in the training of special agents, and the deployment
of special sexual assault investigators to establish Special Victim
Units at major Army installations throughout the world, are just
a few examples of the command’s dedication to the community
it serves.
The key to success in meeting the Army’s future investigative
challenge is the Soldier- and civilian-agent whose continuing
mission is to live the CID motto: “Do what has to be done.”
– Colby Hauser, CID Public Affairs

RETIREE ROUNDUP: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER 5 (r) Ray Kangas

I

n early 1991, after
three
consecutive
tours as Field Operations Officer at Second Region (COL Stem), Third
Region (COL Berry), and
then Second Region again
(COL Simpson and COL
Leson), he received “the
call”. His services were required at HQ, USACIDC
(MG Berry) to occupy the
position of Federal Liaison
Officer (as well as other
duties as assigned). He
had never had a burning
desire to serve in the DC
area, however, when the
Commanding
General
beckons, he says, the soldier steps forward. It turned out to be
his best assignment ever and he thought he would have gone on
to make the military a career had they not kicked him out after
only 39 years and 21 days of military service.
On the afternoon of December 31, 1995, he performed one
of his last official military acts when he obtained his “Retired
ID Card” at Fort Belvoir. As he exited the post, he became overwhelmed by a poignant thought that began to flood his brain,
“...for the first time in 39 years and 21 days, he was completely
free (other than his domestic constraints) to go wherever he
wanted to for as long as he wanted and he didn’t need a pass,
leave, orders, permission, or authority to do so. He did not have
to notify anyone or stay in telephone contact. He was free to do
as he wished! He doubted that he was ever known to be a particularly emotional person but that afternoon he was so overcome
that he actually pulled his vehicle off on a side street and took
about a five minute break to pull himself back together. Thus
began his transition.
In February, 1996, they purchased his wife’s parent’s home
and land (some 840 acres) near Yakima, Washington. The plan
was to get rich raising ostriches. The ostrich market tanked after a couple of years and he then dedicated his time toward
hunting, fishing, trying to maintain their property and, worst
of all, remodeling. He had little contact with the civilian community as the nearest neighbors were about a mile away and he
rather enjoyed being a hermit. He knew only a couple retired
military persons in the area and thinks he got off to a bad start
dealing with civilians. For example: he found that when a military member told him they would meet tomorrow at 1400, he
could take that to the bank. He found that amongst many
non-military persons, especially contractors, there was a chance
they would show up as promised, however, there was a better
chance that they would either show up late or not at all. Some-

times they might call,
sometimes they might
not. Their time seemed
more valuable than his
(and it probably was) but
he never could get used
to that fact. They seemed
to know little about the
military and seemed to
care even less. He was not
adjusting well to civilian
life.
His solution to a successful transition: After
a couple of years of living the good life, he told
Kathy one day, “I think I
need to go back to work”.
She milled that over in
her brain for a micro-second and replied: “Yes, you need to
go back to work”. He did. He was hired to do contract investigations for the FBI and other Federal Agencies. He began
to meet people in the civilian community and even began to
understand them, and like them. He joined the County Club
and got involved in many community activities. After another
seven years of working investigations and becoming integrated
in the community, he retired-retired. He now provides minimal
supervision to his spouse who works as an RN, Medical Case
Manager out of her home office. Life is good, many of their best
friends are civilians and he is starting to learn of and appreciate
their strange ways. His only regret is not becoming involved in
the community earlier.
He mentioned all that to point out: He thinks that many of
you will find, as he did, that sudden military retirement is not
all that it is cracked up to be. He found it difficult to suddenly
leave an important job (at least he felt it was important) where
he was using his training, experience, knowledge, judgment, supervisory skills and other attributes that are normally developed
over many years and immediately transition to an existence that
included few challenges, decisions, or skills.
He says to be aware that it can be a disaster if one attempts to
“decelerate” too quickly. It can cause loss of self-esteem, loss of
motivation, and terminal sloth. Think volunteer work, part-time
teaching, involvement in civic organizations or any endeavor that
will keep you in contact with your fellow man. Also: he found
that civilians are very interested in learning what you did during
your military career but many of them are reluctant to ask about
it because they are afraid they might sound stupid.
He served in many great “outfits” but is proud to say that the
designation of his current “outfit” is Yakima, Washington.
Bye the bye: He says, if you even “DREAM” that you are going to remodel—slap yourself when you awaken.
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MAJOR GENERAL (r) PETER BERRY

W

here are you now, Peter Berry? That question is easy
to answer: retired (happily and in a role reversal situation functioning as a staff of one for/to my wife).
But to the other questions at hand: I retired from the Army
in 1995 as the Commanding General of the USACID (Army
Criminal Investigation Command).
For those of you who knew me, I sort of saw things as black
or white. Never was big on gray. This little epistle is written the
same way, and I hope will be of some benefit to the reader. A
little background. I loved the Army and I loved Soldiers who
did their jobs. I loved, still do, what the Army stood for: loyalty,
integrity, duty and selfless service.
When a CID Soldier said, “I got it, sir,” he or she meant it.
When you asked CW5 Kangas, 1st Sgt. Craven or CSM Devers
or any one of a thousand others, “What do you think?” They
told you exactly what they thought about the situation. They
did not blow smoke up your skirt! This was not to be my experience in civilian life and it was a difference with a distinction and
one I had a great deal of trouble dealing with.
As a retiring General, I had several job offers. But another
consideration/mistake/factor came into play. I had spent 17 of
my 34 years of service in Washington. The traffic, the high cost
of living, the politics, etc. were on my mind. Consequently, any
job opportunity in the area was off the table. Not a smart decision on my part. Gail had a great job teaching, was well respected in her field, we were buying a home, didn’t have to move out
of government quarters, and the kids were gone so no school
issues. So wanting to see the Pentagon or some other place in
your rear view window is not always the smartest decision.
Next, some job offers were in places I had been, didn’t want
to go back to, or were in places where I couldn’t take my wife.
Having had enough of separations over the years, I simply declined those opportunities to be unaccompanied. I have never
regretted this decision.
The job I did take was a result of being recruited by a friend
and it was in the security business with a major company. There
were several senior retired officers already on board in the company and after what I thought was a pretty thorough analysis
(recruiting trip to the company headquarters, all expenses paid
trip to California, the job site, bonus program, etc.) I signed on.
Things looked good, ideal, in fact.
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Things in the civilian world can change rapidly. Remember
my comments about integrity, loyalty, duty, selfless service. I
was in a big company, in a fast league and that was okay, but
the bottom line was revenue. Not any of those traits I just mentioned. And it was revenue at all cost. The civilian work place
is different. How different was best put in a statement by the
woman I work for now. We were literally in a hot tub in California having a glass of wine. We were making money and the
job — despite the issues — was going well. Gail looked me
straight in the eye and said, “What the hell are we doing here?”
It is a question you might want to ask yourself as you transition.
Good luck and thanks for your service.
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CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER 4 (r)
Pamela M. Callaway-Collins

B

ack in June of 1985, while attending CID Basic, CW4
Pamela M. Callaway-Collins (Ret) recalled that she was
enthralled with her week of death investigations. She
was so impressed with “Dr. Death” (Chuck Fann), that she
made it a personal goal to one day be him. After a number
of years in the field, among them as a Team Chief in Hawaii
and SAC at Fort McClellan, her dreams were coming to fruition. After earning a Masters in Forensic Science from George
Washington University, Chief Collins served several years in the
field as a Forensic Advisor and spent the last four years of her
career as Dr. Death. She said she appreciated her time as a field
FSO, and believed it gave her an advantage when teaching. Her
background also opened doors for her once she retired.
After retiring from the Army in February of 2007, she had
no plans to work full time. One day, while enjoying her freshly
minted retirement, which included sleeping until 7 and taking
long walks with her Weimeraner, Duke, she received a call from
a supervising manager of Booz, Allen, Hamilton. He advised
her that he had received her name and number from someone
at the MP School who thought she would be a “good fit” for
their team. Chief Collins was hired on as a Military Analyst,
augmenting the Initiatives Branch of the Military Police School,
as well as being a member of the IED Defeat Integrated Capabilities Development Team, the Biometrics Capabilities Based
Assessments, and authoring training proposals for everything
from police intelligence to battlefield forensics.
After several years with BAH, she moved on and worked
for Concurrent Technologies, assisting them in writing NCO
Academy lesson plans for the Delta track (CID Agents). Chief
Collins also worked on various contractors where she wrote and
edited doctrine and is currently assisting in writing the Law Enforcement Investigations and Protective Services Manuals. She
enjoys the opportunities as they allow her to contribute in a
meaningful way. Outside of her work with the MP School, she
also teaches college for Drury University, and is a consultant/
instructor for the Center for the Army Professional and Ethic
(CAPE), based out of West Point, NY.
Of all the post-retirement projects Chief Collins has taken
on, the one that brings her the most satisfaction is supporting the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
(NCMEC). As a member of their biometrics team, she is sent
on missions to coordinate with Medical Examiners across the
country in an effort to identify children whose remains were recovered but are not yet identified. This is done through DNA,

dentition, and fingerprint analysis by NCMEC, who attempt
to match the unidentified remains with those of children who
have been reported missing, but their cases are still considered
unresolved. Families of missing children have told her, the only
thing worse than losing a child is seeing their image everywhere,
never knowing what happened to them. They don’t have a
grave to visit, or a night of rest. Although we cannot answer
their prayers, we can give them closure.
Chief Collins enjoyed her 25-year career as Soldier and leader, and would like to thank all of those who took the time to
train and mentor throughout her career. She is proud of and
thankful for her MP and CID family.
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Colonel (r) Bill Peters

C

olonel (Ret) Bill Peters chose the
Infantry upon graduation from
West Point in 1955. After graduating from the Infantry Officers Basic Course
and the Airborne and Ranger Courses at
Fort Benning, he served as a platoon leader
in the 41st Armored Infantry Battalion, 2nd
Armored Division in West Germany. Since
the division was rotating back to the States,
he was levied for reassignment to the 6th
Infantry Regiment in West Berlin. There
he served as a rifle platoon leader, a mortar
platoon leader and as the assistant regimental S-3.
He was then selected for assigned as an
instructor in the Florida Ranger camp upon
returning to the States in 1959. After graduating from the
Infantry Officers Advanced Course at Fort Benning he commanded an infantry company in the 2nd Battle Group, 9th Infantry, 2nd Infantry Division at Fort Benning.
In 1962, he transferred to the Military Police Corps and,
after attending the Military Police Officers Course at Ft Gordon, was assigned to command a company in the 503rd MP
Battalion at Fort Bragg, NC. After a year, he commanded the
125th CID Detachment, a STRAC unit.
In 1964, he was assigned as the Assistant Provost Marshal
of the 7th Infantry Division in Korea, then to Fort Huachuca,
AZ as the MP Project Officer in the Combat Support Command Support Group, Combat Development Command. The
unit was reorganized and renamed the Automatic Field Systems
Design Agency. His job was to interpret for contractor programmers the Functional Area Description for computerizing
all MP functions which had been prepared by the MP Agency
at Ft Gordon. Upon completing that task, he was assigned as
the Ft. Huachuca Provost Marshal.
After graduating from the Command and General Staff College, he obtained an MBA from the University of Kansas in
a program qualifying me as an Operations Research, Systems
Analysis Specialist, a two-year program. He then commanded the 97th MP Battalion in Vietnam for a year in 1970-71.
Upon returning to the States, he was an Operations Officer
and then the Chief of the Plans, Training and Reserve Affairs
Division in the CID Command Headquarters in Washington,
D.C. In 1973, it was back to Korea as Commander, Korea
Field Office. In 1975, he returned to Washington, as the Chief
of the Requirements Integration Division, Requirements Di-
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rectorate, DCSOPS, DA. He graduated
from the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces in 1977 and was assigned as Provost
Marshal, V Corps, Germany. After about
seven months, he was assigned to command the 42nd MP Group headquartered
in Mannheim. He returned to the Washington in 1980 to be the Project Officer for
the Theater Nuclear Force Safety, Security
and Survivability Program, Defense Nuclear
Agency and retired from the Army on 1
January 1982.
When he retired, he prepared his first
resume, a surprisingly difficult task to condense your career to one page. He only sent
out a couple resumes and had a job offer in
security, but his wife wanted to retire in Arizona because of her
father’s poor health.
He learned of a newly organized state agency called the Arizona Criminal Intelligence System Agency which was headquartered in Tucson. After submitting a resume and having
an interview, he was hired as the Director of Operations. The
Agency had a large computer with powerful analytical programs. The Agency had agents in all counties in Arizona. The
mission was to encourage police department/agency cooperation throughout the state, gather information, develop criminal
intelligence and disseminate that intelligence back to departments/agencies.
The transition was easy for him since he had done similar
work in the Army—the pace was just slower and more relaxed.
The agency was absorbed into the Department of Public Safety
in 1984. He and his wife did not want to move to Phoenix and
he could not find a job in Tucson that he wanted.
One day at a job fair, Vinell Corporation was recruiting for
someone to organize and operate a quality assurance program
for its contract to train the Saudi Arabian National Guard, he
took the job, planning to search for a job nation-wide while
working in Saudi. His wife began working as an IRS Revenue Officer and did not want to leave Tucson. So, when he
returned from Saudi, he decided to teach. The Public School
System wanted him to attend a quarter of college to get a teaching certificate. Instead, he attended class two days and taught
algebra for Pima Community College. He submitted his college transcripts and was certified to teach all of Park College’s
business and management courses.
In 1993, he retired for good.
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Chief Warrant Officer 5 (r) Philip E. Tackett

W

hen he entered transition leave
almost four years ago, in November 2008, getting ready to
retire in February 2009, he was assigned as
the Military Police Regimental Chief Warrant Officer, at this time, the first chartered
position. Many people have asked his wife
and him why they retired near the twin cities of Waynesville and St Robert, Mo. They
are both from Eastern Kentucky and family as well as friends wondered why they did
not go back home. The answer to this was
simple for them. Having left Kentucky early in their military
and married lives, they got back there very seldom. With the
exception of a handful of family, they really did not know anyone any longer.
About a year before he retired, they sat and discussed where
they wanted to be. They looked at where they were at Fort
Leonard Wood, the cost of living, the quality of life, the circle
of friends they had developed over the five years, and thought,
this is where their support network was. They could have moved
‘home’, but Missouri had become home. Don’t get him wrong,
the Big Blue Nation flag of the Kentucky Wildcats flies on the
flagpole in his front yard, but this is home. They have never
regretted the decision.
After serving CID and the MP Corps for over 36 years of
continuous service, he decided to take some time off. After

about 4 months, this got old and he was
contacted by another retired CW5, who
stated there was a position at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., and he thought Chief Tackett
would be a good person to fill the position.
The position was that of an Army Professional Forum facilitator. The Army maintains about 26 professional forums and the
one he was initially hired for was Protection
Net. Protection is one of the missions of the
Army, Fort Leonard Wood is the proponent,
and being there supporting that mission was
a plus. Being a retired MP/CID Special Agent gave him an
advantage in facilitating the forum.
He has added another professional forum to his duties, that
of facilitating Warrant Officer Net. Here, he networks with all
Army Warrant Officers. He deals daily with Warrants from the
Active Component, Army Reserves, and National Guard who
are active or retired. He is able to share valuable information
pertinent to both the Protection and Warrant Officer communities and continues to train and mentor others. In view of this,
he has had very little separation anxiety since retiring. He is
still ‘in touch’ with Soldiers on a daily basis. Tackett finds this
truly rewarding.
The future for Paula and Chief Tackett looks bright. They
are settled and enjoying not having to go TDY as much as he
did. They both are enjoying where they are at the moment.

Keeping the Army Regiment Strong
The Military Police Regimental Association Benevolent Fund is dedicated to provide
financial relief to members and retirees of the Military Police Corps Regiment and Soldiers or
civilians working in support of the Military Police Corps Regiment in times of need. The Benevolent
Fund is one of the many ways that MPRA supports Soldiers around the globe every day.
For information, questions on how to request relief or to donate to the fund,
please contact Rick Harne 573-329-6772 or harner@mpraonline.org.
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SUPPORTING FIRM MEMBERS
Special thank you to all our supporters!

NATIONAL
AeroVironment, Inc.
805-581-2187
Stephanie Folster
www.avinc.com
Allied American University [p. 6]
816-738-1146
Ryan McMillian
www.allied.edu
ARMAG [p. 8]
1-502-348-3987
Paul Haydon
paulh@armagcorp.com
Bushnell
913-752-3410
Kathy Thompson
Kthompson@bushnell.com
Columbia Southern University
1-251-981-3771
Amanda Ruggs
www.columbiasouthern.edu
Combined Systems, Inc.
724-932-2177
Bobbie Jo Buchholz
www.less-lethal.com
Concurrent Technologies Corp.
573-329-8557
Mike True
www.ctc.com
Crisis Systems
Managment LLC
417-594-1499
Deborah McMahon
www.crisisnegotiation.us
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Cyalume Light Technology
578-785-4484
Don Schmidt
Dschmidt@cyalume.com

MagnumSpike
888-667-9494
Adi Dhondy
www.magnumspike.com

First-Light USA
877-454-4450
Jeremy Ross
www.first-light-usa.com

Patriot 3
540-891-7353
Tina Kahre
www.patriot3.com

GALLS
1-888-831-9824
Donald Wright
www.galls.com

Phantom Products
888-533-0800
Victoria McDermott
vmcdermott@phantomlights.com

Garrett Container
301-746-8970
Jim Diven
www.garrettcontainer.com

Pinnacle Career Institute [p. 21]
816-869-4431
Christina McMillian
www.pcitraining.edu

Harley-Davidson Motor Company
414-343-8603
Misty Oelhafen
www.harley-davidson.com

Safariland
904-741-1765
Mike Reichenbach
www.safariland.com

High Tech Crime Institute Group [p. 23]
813-343-0766
Stephen Pearson
www.gohtci.com

Tactical & Survival Specialties
540-434-8974
Kim Wetzel
www.tacsurv.com

Kipper Tool Company
800-295-9595
Trey Sears
www.kippertool.com

Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
573-336-1277
Ina Fernandez
ina.fernandez@wellsfargo.com

LRAD
858-204-8514
Jeff Palmer
www.lradx.com

Zebra Imaging
512-583-1379
Eric Doane
www.zebraimaging.com

Lynn Peavey Company
913-495-6660
Dee Hastings
www.peaveycorp.com

Z-Bolt Laser Systems
503-867-1617
John Mueller
www.z-bolt.com
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LOCAL
All American Real Estate Company
573-336-8328
Ashley Halstead
www.allamericanrealestatecompany.com
American Awards, Inc.
573-336-7616
Roger Macon
www.americanawardsmo.com
Culvers of St. Robert
573-442-5975
Michael Niess
Family owned and operated
www.culvers.com
Coltons Steak House and Grill
573-451-2686
Mike Blankenship, Owner
michael@coltonsstrobert.com
www.coltonssteakhouse.com
First State Bank [p. 47]
573-336-4411
Tom Murray, President
www.firststatebankmo.com

Fort Wood Hotels
by Ehrhardt Properties, LLC
Owners of Comfort Inn, Hampton Inn,
Fairfield Inn, Candlewood Suites,
Liberty Lodge, Mainstay Suites
573-451-2050, Rick Morris
www.fortwoodhotels.com
Ft Leonard Wood Hotels
by Farris Hospitality Inc. [p. 3]
Owners of Holiday Inn Express,
Quality Inn, Motel 6, Hidden Valley
Plaza, Hidden Valley Manor Apartments,
Edgewood Town Homes and Farris
Brothers Investment Company
573.336.3422, Bruce Farris
www.ftleonardwoodhotels.com
www.farrisbrothersinvestments.com
Hill Design Co.
417-987-9062
Stacie Marshall
www.hilldesignco.com

Lowe and Lowe LLC
573-774-2862
David and Kim Lowe
www.loweandlowe.com
Mid-Missouri Motors [p. 43]
573-232-1649
Ken Harrison
www.midmissourimotors.com
Millers Grill
636-667-0016
Larry Miller
www.millers-grill.com
Pauls Furniture Outlet
St. Robert, MO 65584
573-336-7255
www.paulsfurnitureoutlet.com
Scotts Printing Inc
573-364-1616
Davis Wilson
www.scottsprintinginc.com

Jones Investment Group
573-336-8328
Merle Jones
www.jonesinvestmentgroup.com

Splash Designs [p. 44]
573-368-2673
Quintin Wallis
www.splashdesigns.com
Stryker Orthodontics
800-417-GRIN
Dr. Ross Stryker
www.strykersmiles.com

Featured Supporting Firm Member
A special thanks to Coltons Steak House & Grill for their continued
support to the Military Police Regimental Association, our Military
Police Soldiers, and their families.

For more information on becoming
a SFM, contact Rick Harne at
573-329-6772 and visit us online
at www.mpraonline.org.
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GREY SIDE OPERATIONS

S

ince the beginning of the war on terror, the U.S. military The EFL’s perform a full range of scientific examinations that
has encountered a significant number of operational chal- include fingerprints, DNA, tool marks, and explosive device
lenges to the traditional way it fights and wins wars. As signature analysis. The EFLs also prepare an unclassified report
time has passed, the ongoing conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan which can then be added to the agent’s ROI. The SJA then
have moved from a kinetic battlefield to a more mentoring and conducts an in-house legal review of each ROI to ensure legal
teaching partnered focused method of defeating the enemy.
sufficiency; the ROI is then translated into the appropriate local
The challenge of this partnered focus
language and forwarded to the Afghan
method with our combat efforts has led
court of prosecution.
to a paradigm shift within Army CID
Additionally, the JCIP-I mission reCommand. Instead of simply employquires Agents to assist a special task force
ing our combat forces to eliminate our
to conduct early interviews of captured
enemies, U.S. and coalition forces have
detainees before they are transferred
adopted a law enforcement approach to
to the DFIP. This process is critical to
defeat the terrorist threat. This program
the mission is critical because it allows
leverages law enforcement concepts like
Agents to obtain admissions and conphysical evidence and scientific analysis
fessions from detainees before they are
to include integrated intelligence prodplaced into the general population at the
ucts to target anti-coalition forces.
DFIP. These interviews are coordinated
Currently, the 22nd MP BN (CID),
with military intelligence interrogators
in coordination with CID’s Criminal
to avoid blurring the lines between inInvestigation Task Force (CITF), has
telligence gathering and obtaining eviCID Agents supporting five different,
dence for criminal prosecutions.
non-traditional, CID missions in AfAgents assigned to the RoLFF-A,
ghanistan. These missions are roughly
train Afghan law enforcement personnel
divided into two separate programs and
at both Herat and Kandahar Chel-Zena;
a third, stand alone operation. One
the CID insert at FOB Salerno provides
program supports the CJIATF-435, Jusdirect support to an area’s battle space
tice Center in Parwan – Investigations
commander.
(JCIP-I), another program supports
The RoLFF-A training mission assists
CJIATF- 435’s, Rule of Law Field Force
U.S. and coalition forces by providing
– Afghanistan (RoLFF-A), and the third
criminal investigation instruction to Afoperation provides Agents in support of
ghan law enforcement personnel. This
SFC Rios swabbing an enemy weapon for
Task Force Shafafiyat to the FBI’s Major DNA evidence in preparation for transfer to instruction includes crime scene proCrimes Task Force (MCTF).
cessing, interviewing and interrogation
the Expeditionary Forensic Laboratory (EFL)
Agents assigned to the JCIP-I per- located at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan for skills, evidence collection, and preservaform two different but related missions; examination.
tion skills, in addition to other basic law
Agents prepare Report of Investigations
enforcement skill sets. The instruction
(ROIs) on detainees remanded to the
focuses on hands-on training and practiDetention Facility in Parwan, (DFIP), Bagram, Afghanistan. cal application of skills. This allows the instructors to see that
ROIs are initiated based upon a recommendation presented to their Afghan students have mastered the various skills taught to
them from the DFIP’s Detainee Review Board (DRB). The them.
DRB independently reviews the facts and circumstances surThe CID insert program is a knowledge based partnership
rounding the capture of each detainee and decides whether or program which is designed to assist battle space commanders
not there is a sufficient basis to keep the detainee in custody. If in what is required to successfully prosecute a criminal case
the DRB believes there is sufficient evidence for criminal prose- in Afghan court. The Agent insert assists the Soldiers on the
cution, it refers the detainee to the JCIP-I who initiates an ROI. ground with the collection and preservation of evidence, “crime
Agents at the JCIP-I complete the ROI using all available scene” documentation, and detainee interviews. The insert’s
sources of intelligence. The agents screen classified sources for knowledge of forensic evidence allows the Agent to quickly and
information that can be used to prepare a case against the de- efficiently identify the items that should be forwarded to the
tainee. In addition, the Agents integrate information obtained EFLs for analysis. This rapid turnaround is critical because of
from the Expeditionary Forensic Lab (EFL) analysis and of evi- the limited amount of time an individual may be detained undence seized at the scene of the detainee’s initial apprehension. der Afghan law.
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Above: SFC Rudolfo Rios, 225th MP Det (CID) assigned to FOB
Salerno (pictured on the right) with SPC Jessica Urcino-DonJuan,
4/25th ABCT Legal Office (Left) meeting with Afghan Ministry of
Interior (MOI) personnel for judicial liaison. Right: SFC Rios outside
the Khost court house conducting a judicial visit.

The insert interviews captured persons with a view to obtain
an admission or a confession, he then assists the Afghan judicial
official with conducting his judicial interview and preparing a
criminal case against the detainee in an Afghan court.
Additionally, the insert acts as a conduit between the EFLs
and the on-ground commander by coordinating information
about the identification of potential terrorists operating in the
commander’s area of responsibility. The insert reviews fingerprint and DNA matches developed by the EFLs from evidence
submitted from the battle space owner. The CID insert can provide the on-ground commander with valuable insight on how
physical evidence can be interpreted and how to analyze its validity to assist in making targeting decisions. This coordination
provides the opportunity to develop targeting packages from
solid physical evidence.
As the theater transitions from purely military operations to
an environment more closely resembling a rule of law operation,
the skills, abilities, and knowledge of CID Agents will become
more critical to the on-ground commander. As the Government
of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan takes a greater role in the
prosecution of terrorists, its ability to identify, apprehend, and
successfully prosecute criminal cases will become more important. Timely and skillful assistance from CID Agents will en-

hance the Afghan government’s ability to implement a judicial
system that meets the country’s needs. These cases will have to
withstand the scrutiny of both the Afghan judicial system and
the international community. The development of a functional
and credible judicial system is critical to the long term success of
the Afghan government.
– CW4 James F. Hirt
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Allied American University
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as scholarships from MPRA partners (University of Phoenix is offering 3 full
ride scholarships this year, please check with us for details on how to apply.)
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Support the Military Police Legacy through our MP Museum
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MILITARY POLICE REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION

TAPS

... And their names
are engraved on
honor’s bright crest.

Army SSG Dick A. Lee, Jr.
95th Military Police Battalion, 18th Military Police Brigade, Sembach Germany; while serving
in Afghanistan.
Army SSG Jesse J. Grindey
287th Military Police Company, 97th Military Police Battalion, 89th Military Police Brigade,
Fort Riley, Kansas; while serving in Afghanistan.
Army SGT Joshua A. Born
385th Military Police Battalion, 16th Military Police Brigade (Airborne), Fort Stewart,
Georgia; while serving in Afghanistan.
Army CPL Timothy J. Conrad, Jr.
385th Military Police Battalion, 16th Military Police Brigade (Airborne), Fort Stewart,
Georgia; while serving in Afghanistan.
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